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Synopsis

An ac phase control circuit by thyristor is widely

used in industry, The characteristics of the single

phase circuit with series RLC elements are numerically

analyzed, and is reported the interesting phenomenon

of step-up voltage without transformer. However, the

. performance of three-phase phase control circuit with

series RLC elements is not made clear.

In this paper, the performance of three-phase

control circuit of a balanced and an unbalanced load

with series RLC elements is described. The analytical

programs with each load are developed, and it is

clarified that the calculated by this analytical

program agree well with the measured. The calculated

results, e.g. waveforms, RMS values of voltage and

current, power, and power factor are illustrated and

discussed the step-up phenomenon in three phase.

1. Introduction

An ac phase control circuit with an inverse parallel thyristor is

widely used in industry, e.g. dimming, heat control, and speed control
1)of motors, etc. • Then, the characteristics of the circuit are
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numerically analyzed 2-6). Especialy, it is reported that the single

phase phase control circuit with series RLC elements has the interest
ing phenomenon 7,8), that is a step-up phenomenon, and the phenomenon

are also theoretically explained 9). However, the performance of three

phase phase control circuit with series RLC elements is not made clear.

In this paper, the performance of three-phase phase control circuit

with series RLC elements 10) is described. The operation of circuit is

complicated due to a sequence of transient performances. At first, the

circuit with delta balanced load is considered and investigated. Then,

the waveforms and the step-up phenomenon are analyzed experimentally

and theoretically. Namely, the transition of modes is decided from

experimental waveforms and the state equations are derived. Then, the

numerical analysis is in practice by using computer. Secondly, the

performance of the circuit with delta unbalanced load is also carried

out in the same way. Especialy, the condition of transition of modes

is clarified. Then, the analytical program is developed by using state

equations. Besides, the behavior of power is illustrated in three

dimensional display 11) from the experimental results. The step-up

phenomenon in this circuit are discussed as well as the balanced load.

2. Delta Balanced Load

2.1 Circuit and operating modes

A three-phase thyristor phase

control circuit with series RLC

elements is shown in Fig.l. The

load is balanced in three phase.
The diagram of experimental

circuit is illustrated in Fig.2.

The relation between a source volt

age and a phase control angle a is

shown in Fig.3. The square pulse

with 150 degrees width is employed

for a thyristor gate signal and the

origin of time is set to a cross

point of source voltage. Thyristors

Th 1 , The' Th 3 , Th 2 , Th s ' and Th 4
are fired in turn with 60 degrees

Fig.l Three-phase thyristor

phase control circuit
with series RLC

elements.
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Fig.2 Diagram of experiment circuit.

-1 1
ep = tan (wL - we ) / R , (1)

intervaL

In order to represent the

characteristics of circuit in

general, a displacement angle ¢
of load between voltage and

current and a damping factor 0

are employed as parameters. The

parameters are defined as

follows:

u {Thl
Th2 ~--+-+--L----J-_+---L

v {Th 3 r-__--+-_J------=t----1

Th4~====+::'L-----+----J..-

w {Th5
Th6 L___--'- --'- _

(2)
RfC
'21/ t .

Sequence of thyristor

gate pulses.

Fig.3There are two cases of load

current waveform corresponding

to phase control angle a. One of

them is that the load current is

discontinuous as shown in Fig.4(a). The other is the case in which the

load current is continuous as shown in Fig.4(b). A capacitor voltage

is charged in three steps as shown in this figure (a), and the load

current has three pulse waveform in a half cycle. Thus, the state, in

which the thyristor conduction angle is less than 60 degrees so that

the current is discontinuous, is termed "State of Discontinuous Current"

(mode I). Whiles, the capacitor voltage is continuously charged and

the load current changes in six steps in a half cycle in this figure

(b), then the thyristor conduction angle is over 60 degrees so that
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line voltage
e UV

phase current
i u

load current
i uv

capacitor

voltage
Vauv

reactor

voltage

VLuv

Cal state of discontinuous current (b) state of continuous current

Fig.4 Voltage and current waveforms in state of

discontinuous and continuous current.

Table 1 Boundary phase

control angle ax

<I> Cdeq) 6 Ct..r Cdeg)

-76 0.5 50

-80 0.5 42

-80 0.58 36

-88 0.032 100

the load current is continuous.

This state is termed "State of
Continuous Current" (mode n).

General.ly, the alternative state

mentioned above occurs in this

circuit with delta connected load.

The discontinuous state appears

untill the phase control angle ax

and then the continuous state

appears behind a . The boundaryx
phase control ang.les a are shown

:c
in table 1.

The line voltages, the phase

currents, and the load currents in
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state of discontinuous current and continuous current are illustrated

in Fig.S(a) and (b), respectively.

In state of continuous current (Fig ..5 (a) ), each current is balanced

with 120 degrees displacement due to a three-phase balanced load.

Thus, the three-phase state and single-phase state appear alternatively,

and also the each state appears every 60 degrees. Therefore, there are

twelve modes which change in turn according to the number of mode

shown in Fig.S(a). As shown in Fig.S(a) and Fig.6, mode 1 is a three

phase state where phase currents i , i , and i flow, and then i. u v w u
increases and i w decreases to zero. As soon as Th s extinguishes, the

single-phase state, mode 2, begins. In this mode, i is equal to i ,vw wu
and i is duplicated. When Th 6 is fired, the three-phase state, modeuv
3, begins. By this way, a similar change of mode is repeated. Though

the source voltage evw reduces to zero incase of an inductive load,

i doesn't become to zero. Th s extinguishes after the polarity of ew ~

changes and then i w reduces to zero. If Th 6 is fired at that time, it

bursts into conduction because of the inverse polarity of e , andvw
mode 3 begins. Then, the odd number of mode in Fig.6 continues, or

not, mode 2 begins.

As a phase control angle a increases, a thyristor in other phase

extinguishes before a thyristor in one phase bursts into conduction.

' . 1"1, ,.:1 '
I'··'· ; i I

. ;' I' , I ,

~u I ~~tl--'~ :i'·~~'.I...····'.' ·· ..1{-·- '. >.... ).i-.
'.. . "'l······ '... ,"
mode 1 2 4 6 8 9 10

number

' ...
mode 12

number
2 4 6 8 10

(a) state of continuous current (b) state of discontinuous current

Fig.S Modes in state of continuous and discontinuous current.
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mode 5 mode 6 mode 7 mode 8

mode 9 mode 10 mode 11 mode 12

Fig.6 Operating modes in state of continuous current.

Fig.? Circulating

current in OFF state.

2L

2R

L

R

c
"2 Tvel (0)

Therefore, the three-phase state doesn't

exist and a state of discontinuous current,

which repeats the single-phase mode,

begins. For example, when Th 4 and Th]

extinguish before The is fired in mode 2,

OFF state, in which all thyristors are

open, begins. As soon as Th] and The are

fired after then, a single-phase state

begins again. Then, the even number of

mode shown in Fig.6 continues. In case of

the delta connected and balanced load,

a circulating current doesn't exist in OFF

state. However, if we assume that there is

a circulating current is as shown in Fig.?, thus gain eq.(3).

(3)
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Now, the initial values of capacitor voltage val' va2 are set to

V 1 (0), and V 2(0), so we get,a a .

-!:.t
(1 - e R ) (4)

Therefore, a circulating current doesn't flow because Val (0) is equal

to Va2 (0) in state of discontinuous current on account of a balanced
load.

2.2 Numerical analysis

L

R

e l=I2Esin (wt+a)

j~CI!lII1-------'-
e1 I2Esin (wt+a) ,

the origin,

The numerical analysis in case of a delta connected and balanced

load is carried out by means of the state variable analysis. In the

analysis we introduce the following assumptions.

(1) The thyristor devices have the ideal characteristics. In other

words, when the thyristor is closed, the forward voltage drop is zero.

And when it is open, the forward leakage current is zero. Both turn
off time and turn on time are equal to zero.

(2) All of the circuit constants are linear and the load is perfectly

balanced.

(3) The waveform of supply voltage is sinusoidal and the source

impeadunce is negligible.

(4) The thyristors are fired symmetrically every half cycle.

To begin with, we deal with the analysis of circuit performance in

state of discontinuous current.

This circuit state is shown in Fig.8.

The differential equations of this

circuit are expressed in matrix

form. Herin, we set the instant time

when the current begins to flow to

e
2

I2Ecos(wt+a).
Fig.8 Circuit operation in

state of discontinuous current.
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u

v
Th4

( a)

(d)

IV W

V
i v

Th4

(c)

u

Fig.9 Examples of circuit operation in state of continuous current.

Then,

e
1

0 w 0 0 0 0

e 2
-w 0 0 0 0 0

i] l/L 0 -R/L 0 -l/L 0
:c ( t ) (5) Al (6 )

i
2

1/2L 0 0 -R/L 0 -1/2L

v (J 1 0 0 l/C 0 0 0

v (J 2 0 0 0 2/C 0 0
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Va2 is a sum of the capacitor voltages connected in series. However,

this voltage must be separated as follows on changing mode,

va2 (t) - (Va21 (0) +V
a22

(0»
va21 (t)

2
+ Va21 (0)

(7)

va2 (t) - (Va21(O)+Va22(O»
va22 (t)

2
+ Va22 (0)

Where, Va21 (0) and Va22 (O) are the final values in the last mode.

Secondly, we deal with the analysis in state of continuous current.

There are two cases in three-phase state as shown in Fig.9(a) and (c)

according to the direction of conducting thyristor. Where, ell and e 21
represent supply voltages, i l , i 2 , i 3 ; load currents, and val' va2 '

va3 ; capacitor voltages.

ilR + L
di l + vell
dt al

i
2

R + L
di 2 + ve 21 dt a2

i 3R + L
di

3 + v-e 21 - ell a3dt

dval i l

dt C

dv a2 i 2

dt C

dva3 i 3

dt C

( 8)

Where, we define the origin in time as well as in state of discontinu

ous current, and also
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ell == nEsin (wt+cx)

e 12 == nECOS (wt+cx)

e 21 == I2Esin (wt+CX-j7T)

2e 22 == I2Ecos (wt+cx-'37T)

---:the calculated
O,X:the measured

The state transition equations are

expressed in matrix form as follows:

ell

e 12

e 21

e 22

:% (t)
i 1

i 2

i o

v c1

v c2

v co

(9)

O'---o\30"------.,j,-.---~----,i..r--;\,,,-"'-;!

phase

Fig.10 Comparison with the

calculated and the measured.

0 w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 w 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 -w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

l/L 0 0 0 -R/L 0 0 -l/L 0 0
Ai (10)

0 0 l/L 0 0 -R/L 0 0 -l/L 0

-l/L 0 -l/L 0 0 0 -R/L 0 0 -l/L

0 0 0 0 l/C 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 l/C 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 l/C 0 0 0
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l}-----"O

Fig.ll Flow chart of analytical program.
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The comparison between the calculated and the measured is shown in

Fig.IO. There is a little deviation between them. The reasons of this

deviation are as follows:

(1) The load in three phase isn't perfectrly balanced in experiment circuit.

(2) The thyristors have a forward voltage drop.

(3) The firing angles aren't perfectly symmetrical.

(4) There are influences of the source impedance ar.d its distorted

waveform.

Fig.ll shows the flow chart of program for numerical analysis.

A conduction angle in the operating mode in Fig.9(a) is calculated, at

which i 2 equals to i
3

- If the resultant conduction angle is smaller

than 60 degrees, the mode goes into the mode shown in Fig.9(b), or if

larger, it goes into the mode shown in Fig.9(c). The operation in

single-phase state is similar to that in state of discontinuous current.

2.3 Characteristics

(V) (V) CmAl
75 50 V 500

auv

Vauv

60 00

45

300

100
angle a

(a)¢=-aOdegs, 0=0.34 (b)¢=-aOdegs, 0=0.5

Fig.12 step-up phenomenon_
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v (a)
_c_

Vc
3

o 30
phase

V (a)
_c_

V
c

o 120
angle a

1 180
(DEG)

(a) 0=0.5 (b) </>=-80 degs

Fig.13 Step-up ratio of capacitor voltage.

<I> (deg) 0 a(deg) responce
time

-76 0.5 60 5

-BO 0.34 70 7

-BO 0.5 70 5

-BO 0.5B 70 5

-BO 0.B3 70 5

-B4 0.5 BO 5

-BB 0.22 90 11

Response time.Table 2
Fig.12 shows the step-up

phenomenon of thyristor voltage VTh ,

capacitor voltage V , inductorcuv
voltage VL ' phase current I , anduv u
load current I . Then, these valuesuv
are normalized. The step-up ratio

of capacitor voltage is shown in

Fig.13 with parameters </> and o. The

step-up ratio is influenced by the

load displacement angle </>, the

damping factor 0, and the phase

control angle a. Especially, as </>2
and O2 are smaller, the step-up ratio becomes larger.

The response time that the circuit performance becomes to be in

steady state is numerically analyzed and the results are given in

Table 2. As the maximum step-up ratio becomes/larger, that is, O2
becomes smaller, the response time becomes longer. The phase control

angle, at which the step-up ratio is maximum, also depends on </>.
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3. Delta Unbalanced Load

3.1 Circuit and experimental results

Fig.14 illustrates a three-phase circuit with delta unbalanced

load. The experiment circuit and thyristor gate signals are the same

as those with delta balanced load.

Fig.lS shows the capacitor volt

age Vel' Ve2 , and Ve3 in experiment.
The step-up phenomenon are observed

as well as with delta balanced load.

As the harmonics of current increase,

the power factor decreases. Then,

we investigate the behavior of

harmonics as a cause of decreasing

the power factor. The harmonics of

phase current as shown in Fig.16

(a), (b), (c) increase as the phase

control angle increases. Then, the

contents of harmonics in current

Fig.14 Three-phase thyristor

phase control circuit
with delta unbalanced

load.

-60 0 60 \ 120 (DEG)
phase control angle a

(a) <P=-SOdegs {b)o=O.l

Fig.lS Characteristics of step-up phenomenon in capacitor voltage.
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('-)

'fundamental
'3rd
'5th
'7th

-.~- '9th.-.-----. ---------..
15 ~

50

(a) u phase

15

(b) v phase (c) IV phase

(VA) R
10

5

u
v
IV

Fig.16 Harmonics analysis of current.

(VA)

~
30

0'r
/

(W)
p

(a) power of each phase (b) composite power

Fig.17 Three dimensional display of power.
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t>

Ao

I-<

2 LO /~---""" fundamental
~ / ,~~, \ / power factor

: i~/ ~/ power factor

I ~/ '\,f/QS \\

\
\\

-60 o 60 120 (DEG)

phase control angle a

-IOj' -·--apparent power (VlI)
" --.- active power (w)
,,_~ -.-.- reactive power (Var)
~I

-60 o 60 120

phase control angle a

(OEG)

Fig.lS Control characteristics

of power.

Fig.19 Power factor.

are about 70 percent at a=150 degrees. The distortion power PH is got

from this result. The apparent power P
A

in each phase is expressed by

phase current I and line voltage E.

P = E'I/13 (11)A ,

The apparent power P
A

is divided into active power P, reactive power PR ,

and distortion power PH'

P E·I·k 'cos</> /131 1 ,

E·I·k 'sin</> /1311,

(12)

(13)

(14)
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Where, k 1 is a ratio of fundamental component in phase current and

cos(~l) is a fundamental power factor. The plot of P, P
A

, and PH in

a tridimension rectangular coordinate shown in Fig.17(a) shows the

behavior of these powers. This figure (b) shOws the tridimensional

expression of composite power gained from the resultant vector in

three phase. The control characteristics in power are shown in Fig.lS.

Next, Fig.19 shows the variation of powr factor and fundamental

power factor, which are varied with phase contorl angle a. There are

little harmonics component on non-control so that the power factor

nearly equal to fundamental power factor on non-control. Then, the

power factor is maximum when the reactive power P
R

doesn't exist.

The step-up ratio, theRM8 value of phase current, the active power,

and the distortion power are maximum at the control angle a at which

the power factor is maximum. The reactive power PR is zero at this

angle as shown in Fig.17.

3.2 Operating mode

There are three kinds of mode according to the phase control
angle a. These modes are shown in Fig.20. Three thyristors are closed

in this figure (a) and the mode is termed "mode T". The figure (b)

shows a single-phase state that two thyristors are closed and the

mode is termed "mode 8". Then, the thyristors in u and v phase are

closed in mode 81. The thyristors in v and w phase are closed in mode

82. The thyristors in wand u phase are closed in mode 83. All of the

thyristors of three phases are open in mode C.

Though the twelve modes change in turn in case of the balanced load

i u Thl
Uo UO .r'

Rf)e' i~w R)~CI
C~ L~

Th4 i Th4

C~ L~ R~

V C. L. R~
v V 0 ;>M

(a) mode T (b) mode 8 (c) mode C

Fig.20 Three kinds of operating modes.
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b)
phase

current I

d )"""'--¥~~--+--+=--'---..:~~---;-+-r~-¥-~

capacitor
voltage

Fig.2l Voltage and current waveforms.

Table 3 Circuit constants.

Rl(n) L, (mH) c, (uF) R2 (n) L2 (mH) I
60 110 1 60 110 I

C2(uF) R3(n) L, (mH) c, (uF)

10 60 110 10
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mentioned in section 2, the mode doesn't change in turn in the circuit

with the unbalanced load. When we investigate the characteristics with

the balanced load, it is sufficient to take note of only one phase.

However, we must take note of all of the performance in three phase in

the circuit with the unbalanced load. Setting the currents flowing

through thyristors Th 1-Th 6 to iTh1-iTh6' we gain the next relation.

i Th1 1 0 0 1 0 -1

i Th2 -1 0 0

l ]
-1 0 1

l ]
i i 1i ThJ 0 1 0 u 0 -1 1
i i 2

(15)
i Th4 0 -1 0 v 0 1 -1

i i
Ji ThS 0 0 1 w -1 1 0

i TM 0 0 -1 1 -1 0

The conditions of turn-on of thyristor are next two.

1) The thyristor is impressed by voltage in forward direction.

2) The thyristor is fired.

Besides, the condition of turn-off thyristor is that the currents

iTh1-iTh6 decrease to zero. The analysis in transition of mode is

carried out by using both conditions. The realtions among line voltage,

phase current, load current, and capacitor voltage are shown in Fig.21.

The relations of line voltage and gate pulse in each phase are shown

in the figure (a). The figure (b) shows the waveform of phase current

i , i , and i . The figure (c) shows the load current i , i ", andu v w uv vw
i . The figure (d) shows the capacitor voltages v l' v 2' and v 2.wu C c Cv

The phase control angle a is 90 degrees in this figure. The change of

mode is as follows from the waveforms of i , i , and i in the figureu v w
(b). It is "mode S3" that two thyristors Th 2 and Th s are closed in

state L It is "mode S2" that thyristor Th 2 extinguishes and thyristor

Th 4 bursts into conduction, and two thyristor Th 4 and Th s are closed

in state 2. In state 3, it is the same as in state 2. Thyristor Th
1

bursts into conduction, and thyristor Th 1 , Th 4 , and Th s are closed in

state 4 which is termed, "mode T". Then, thyristor Th S extinguishes

so that mode Sl begins. Thyristors Th 1 and Th 4 extinguish at the same

time, then mode C begins. In this mode, the circulating current flows

through the load. Next, as thyristorsTh1 and Th 4 burst into conduction
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together, mode Sl begins. In state 6, thyristor Th 4 extinguishes and

thyristor The bursts into conduction, and then mode S3 begins. After

then, the mode change occurs.

The above-mentioned is an example of change of mode. However, there

are many types of change according to the circuit constants. But, the

conditions of turn-off of each thyristor are same. In fact, as shown

in Fig.2l{b), it is noted that the forward voltage of each thyristor

isn't taken account of at all in mode T and mode S. Because each

thyristor turns on at the same time that the gate pulse is impressed.

As soon as the thyristor is expressed the forward voltage and fired in

mode C shown in Fig.2l{b), it bursts into conduction. Therefore, only

when mode C changes to other mode, the forward voltage must be taken

accout of as a condition of turn on. It is also noted that a moment

when the currents iTh]-iThe decrease to zero must be taken account

of as a condition of turn off.

3.3 Numerical analysis

As mentioned above, there are three kinds of mode; mode T, mode S,

and mode C in the circuit performance. In order to analyze the perfor

mance of circuit, it is necessary to formulate the characteristic

equations in each mode. In case of a delta balanced load, the equations

are matrix forms. At first, . the differential matrix equations are

derived as follows;

(l) mode T

The circuit operation in mode T is shown in Fig.20{a). Observing

between u phase and v phase, we obtain,

L]
di]

+ R]i] + v e hE sinwt
dt

0] uv

dv
0]

i] c]
dt

Observing between v phase and w phase, we obtain,

(16)

(17)

e vw hE sin (wt-11l) (18)
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(19)

Observing between w phase and u phase, we obtain,

L3

di
3 + R3i 3 + v fiE sin (Wt-~1T)e

dt 03 wu

dv
03

i 3 C3 dt

(20)

(21)

(2) mode 8

The circuit operation in mode 8 is shown in Fig.20(b). The

characteristic equations are derived as follows in mode 81, 82, and

83, respectively.

(i) mode 81

Observing between u phase and v phase, we obtain,

L
1

di
l

+ Rli l + v
01

e ,
dt uv

dv
01i

1
C

1 dt

From vw and wu, we obtain,

-euv

(22 )

(23)

(24 )

i
dv

o

dt
(25)
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(ii) mode 82

From uv and wu, we obtain,

-e vw , ( 26)

i
dv

c

dt
( 27)

where, i=i 3=i 1 , vc=vc3+vcl"
Observing between v phase and w phase, we obtain,

L2

di 2 + R2i 2 + v c2 e
dt vw

dv c2i 2 C2 dt

(iii) mode 83

From uv and vw, we obtain,

(28)

(29 )

-e
wu ' (30)

i
dv

c

dt
(31)

where, i=i1=i 2 , vc=vcl=vc2"
Observing between w phase and u phase, we obtain,

L3

di 3 + R3i 3 + v e
dt c3 wu

dv c3i 3 C3 dt

(32)

(33)
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When the capacitor voltage v is separated, eq.(6) is used.a
(3) mode C

The circuit in mode C is shown in Fig.20(c). The circuit equations
is as follows:

o (34)

i
dv a

dt
(35)

(a) main program

setting of initial
values in q and i

~

*"ICalculation by I
step of 1 deg.

l
Exceed a ?~ Judge

half cycle? of steady
! state

NO

Calculation
of instantaneous

values by one step

~I Judge of I
mode change

l
NOChange mode?"'

J, YES
IReturn one step I

~

•
Calculation by

step of 10- 4 deg.
l

I Judge of mode I
l YES

(Change mode?~
J,NO

Setting of initial I
values in Q and i

l
Calculation of

instantaneous values
by step of 1 deg.

I

(b) flow chart in a half cycle

Fig.22 Flow chart of computer program.
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x

o

o 60 120 (DEGI
phase control angle a

-60

calculated ~~
~I
I
I

;~ l the measured

"'Ill J
~u 1• the.v
"'Ill

,
J.,

-0.4 &1.."
,t.-

-0.8 ~

(a) instantaneous values (b) RMS values of capacitor voltage

Fig.23 Comparison with calculated and the measured.

The characteristic equations (16)-(35) can be solved, respectively.

The capacitor voltages vol' vo2 ' vo3 ' the load currents i l , i 2 , i 3 ,

and those differentiation dil/dt, di 2/dt, dis/dt are represented as

a function of initial conditions, time t, and the displacement angle ~.

The origin of time is set to the starting point of every mode.

The flow chart of analytical program of the three-phase thyristor

phase control circuit with unbalanced load is shown in Fig.22. Source

voltage E, circuit constants Rl , R2 , RS ' Ll , L2 , LS ' Cl , C2 , CS' phase

control angle ALP, final phase control angle ALPL and increment of

phase control angle DALP are available for input data. The calculation

is carried out by step DALP from ALP to ALPL. Taking account of the

turn on and turn off conditions, the final values of the capacitor

voltages vol' va2 ' VaS and the load currents i l , i 2 , is in UV~ VW~ WU~

at the change of mode, are set to the initial values of next mode.

Then, the forward voltage of thyristor in OFF state is calculated

in the following way. The forward voltage of Th l -Th 6 is represented as

the differences of voltage between point u and a, point V and b, and

point wand c shown in Fig.14. The thyristor impressed forward voltage

isn't fired in the OFF state, then it can't burst into conduction so

that this mode still continues. On account of the comparison with the

calculated and the measured, the current waveform and effective value

of capacitor are illustrated in Fig.23. A little deviation as compared
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with them is found. The waveforms, however, are simillar well.

Consequently, the results of this analysis are considered to represent

the correct performances of this circuit.

4. Conclusions

The performance of the three-phase phase control circuit is

described in experimen~ and numerical analysis. In the circuit with

a delta balanced load, there are two states of circuit performance~

"State of Continuous Current" and "State of Discontinuous Current".

Then, three kinds of mode appear in turn which are three-phase state,

single-phase state, and OFF state. The analytical program developed

in this paper is found to be available from the comparison with the

calculated and the measured, Secondly, as the transition of modes

isn't in turn, in the circuit with a delta unbalanced load, a new

analytical program is developed, and the transition of modes is

automatically decided due to the thyristor switching. It is clarified

in experiment and calculation that the step-up phenomenon appear in

three-phase circuit as well as in the single-phase circuit, and the

step-up phenomenon with the balanced load is different from those with

the unbalanced load.
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